Discovery-Driven
Commerce
Curalate connects moments of discovery to
commerce. By creating a compelling commerce
experience that adapts to how your consumer
discovers your products, we enable a seamless
transition between off-site discovery and on-

Curalate fixes this.
Curalate enables discovery to more effectively
drive commerce by:
• Providing continuity between the discovery

site conversion. The outcome? Greater order

source and the commerce destination to keep

values, conversion rates and customer loyalty.

your users inspired.

From inspiration to frustration...
Search is great for products that consumers
know about. But discovery is critical to help
people explore and learn about products

• Improving product navigation for content with
multiple products so users can explore.
• Widening the product consideration through
experiences that are context-aware.

and brands they never knew existed. Today’s
consumer channels, led by social, have

• Enhancing discovery flows on-site via the

become a haven for discovery. Marketers

content and data harnessed from these

create and curate images and videos that

consumer channels.

cause consumers to stop scrolling and ask,
“What’s that?” But because these channels

The Result?

were created for content, not commerce, the

With Curalate you get happier customers and

resulting path to purchase for these newly-

revenue per session increases of as

inspired consumers is frustrating.

much as
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45%.

Curalate: Discovery, Powered Visually

The Curalate Adaptive Commerce Platform enables commerce at scale by adapting your off-site
touchpoints for commerce and your on-site experience for discovery. Curalate creates a frictionless
experience that adapts to the product, consumer, environment and context wherever they may live.

What do these touchpoints look like?
OFF-SITE DISCOVERY CHANNELS
Drive up to 150% increase in traffic by adapting your:
• blog content for commerce

• social ads for increased conversion

• Instagram account for discovery

• vertical video for commerce, everywhere

ON-SITE E-COMMERCE
Drive up to 83% lift in conversion rate and 13% lift in average order
value by adapting your:
• visual content for commerce

• inspiring fan content for conversion

• in-store experience for
on-site action

CLICK-THROUGH EXPERIENCE
Drive up to 84% higher pageviews on-site by adapting your:
• off-site touchpoints for a
consistent customer journey

• data to drive contextual
experiences

We’re staying ahead of the curve and will help you instantly adapt no matter how technology changes.

Are you ready to make your customers happy?
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